
SwiftGate. an automated Lane CLoSure SoLution. 
Safe, faSt, and eaSy. a Step forward in effiCient 
traffiC ControL and hiGhway worker Safety.



Gate ConfiGurationS

SyStem oVerView
The Versilis Swiftgate™ solution is a secure remotely controlled 
system involving a series of modules. A system application can 
include 2 types of modules: gate modules and signage 
modules. Gate modules consist of a pivoting gate, a solar 
panel and a control box. Signage modules consist of a 
pivoting traffic sign, a solar panel and a control box. 

Both modules can be adapted with flashing lights. They can 
be installed on the right and/or the left side of the roadway. 
All modules are solar powered and completely independent 
of any wiring for ease of installation. When activated, the 
system creates a continuous obstacle line that acts as a 
vehicle deterrent more effective than regular delineation 
like barrels and cones. The SwiftGate™ remote monitoring 
control is easily operated with an RF unit, cellular phone, or 
a web-based application.

SwiftGate™ Lane CLoSure 
appLiCationS inCLude:
	 •	Highway	lane	closures
	 •	Operations	of	signage
	 •	Temporary	workzone	lane	closures
	 •	Reversible	lanes	(HOV,	HOT,	etc.)
	 •	Emergency	closures
	 •	On-ramp	and	off-ramp	traffic	flow	control
	 •	Median	crossover	management	
	 •	Tollbooth	lane	management

note:  System	can	be	installed	permanently	or	temporarily	
as	modules	are	easily	relocated

hiStory
With constant increase in highway traffic and road construction, the need for innovation in traffic control is urgent. Because 
lane closures can be hazardous, time-consuming and costly, Versilis has developed the remotely controlled SwiftGate™ lane 
closure system. The first version of the system was produced in 2003, and subsequent years have seen its constant improvement. 
In 2007, following a series of successful crash tests, SwiftGate™ obtained U.S. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) approval. 
The latest version of the system is currently fully operational in Montreal on Highway A-13. Before the installation of the 
SwiftGate™ system on Highway A-13, highway workers had to manually close the lane to traffic four times daily in order to 
accommodate Barrier QMB to move the median on the Bisson Bridge. This represented a major risk to their safety, as they 
had to accomplish this on a curved section of the road beside vehicles traveling at speeds of 100km/h and more. However, 
thanks to the SwiftGate™ solution, lane opening and closing can now be carried out off-site, by means of a radio-frequency 
remote, cell phone or web application.



Component detaiLS
this section describes the special features 
of each component of the system.

1 piVotinG Gate

Pivoting gates are made of high-density polyethylene for 
increased impact and low temperature performance. Their 
unique Ribcage™ design offers strength and fl exibility over a 
wide rang of lengths. A gate section is approximately 648 mm 
(25.5 in.) long. Gate sections are assembled to the desired 
length (see confi guration chart). Gate colors and refl ective 
material can be customized to suit all application types. 
Flashing diodes can be installed on the coroplast gate end 
panels to ensure a safer and more effective signal. A typical 
SwiftGate™ lane closure application is made of a series of 
signage modules according to local requirements, a series 
of tapering gates used to divert the traffi c, followed by a 

series of full length pivoting gates, used to maintain the lane 
closure over a distance. 

2 ControL BoX

The control box is built to last in highly corrosive highway 
environments. It includes a battery and a control card. The 
control card receives long distance commands by high-
frequency radio signals. The signals are then relayed from 
one module to another in order to optimize the quality of 
the communication. The system can be adapted to, and is 
designed to be mounted on any stationary base using simple 
bolt-on adapter plates in order for the installation and 
replacement of the system to be fast and easy.

3 SoLar paneL

The lightweight solar panels are mounted on an adjustable 
bracket (tilt and rotation) to provide optimum sunlight 
exposure.

4  remote monitorinG 
ControL

The remote monitoring control is 
simple and user friendly. It is used for 
operational and monitoring functions. 
More specifi cally, it enables the user 
to open and close the system from a 
distance which can go up to 800 meters 
from the nearest module. It also acts 
as a monitoring tool to ensure proper 
function of components (solar panel, 

battery, actuator, etc.). Operation and monitoring can also 
be conducted using a SwiftGate™ web application called the 
SwiftGate™ Manager A. The application can be launched 
from any computer with web access. The tool can also be 
implemented with a cellular phone, a pager or a blackberry 
type phone B.
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a	STEp	fORwaRd	in	EfficiEnT	TRaffic	cOnTROl	and	HigHway	wORkER	SafETy



operation and monitorinG
Push a button: Lane Closed. Push a button: Lane Opened. 
You’ve just learned the basics of the SwiftGate™  Lane 
Closure System.

THE	OpEning	and	clOSing	Of	THE	SySTEM	iS	cOnducTEd		
in	a	fEw	EaSy	STEpS:	

Step 1:  Panel and gates are closed (pivoted to be parallel 
and non visible to traffic)

Step 2:  From either of the command units, the operator 
opens the signage module(s)

Step 3:  When the timing is right (when there is a break in 
traffic in the left lane), the operator activates  
the tapering gate modules (traffic is diverted in 
center lane)

Step 4:  The operator then activates the full length gate 
modules to maintain the lane closure over a distance.

Step 5:  Monitoring of the system is possible through 
the remote monitoring control or SwiftGate™ 
web application to ensure proper function of 
components (solar panel, battery, actuator, etc.)

Step 6:  To open the system and return traffic to normal, 
reverse the steps just taken.

adVantaGeS
Safe for workerS: No more manual lane closure  
close to live traffic.

Safe for VehiCLeS: Designed and tested to meet  
the rigorous requirements of NCHRP Report 350.

faSt: Operation time: 2-5 minutes.

SimpLe: Independent of power source.

portaBLe: Fast and easy installation or relocation  
with no need for external electrical power.

effeCtiVe: Increased visibility and effective deterrent.

eaSy to operate: Choice of user-friendly operation 
options (RF Remote Control, Pager, Cellular, Web).

Low CoSt: One easy installation -> Repetitive automated 
lane closures.

frequently	asked	Questions
what iS the SwiftGate SyStem inStaLLation time?
Each module can be installed in approximately 20 minutes.

Can the indiViduaL moduLeS Be proGrammed to 
open in SequenCe?
Modules can be programmed to open in groups as 
opposed to opening individually one after the other.  
In a normal application, signage modules would open 
first, followed by a series of tapering gates, and then a 
series of full length gates would open last.

what iS the normaL maintenanCe of the  
SwiftGate SyStem?
Maintenance of the system is minimal. Solar panels 
need to be kept relatively clean to ensure maximum 
efficiency. Battery changes and wire connection verification 
should be conducted once a year.

what iS the SwiftGate manaGer weB appLiCation 
uSed for?
The SwiftGate Manager is used to remotely open and 
close the system. It is also used for monitoring purposes 
i.e. individual gate status (open/close), battery and solar 
panel efficiency.

Can the SiGnaGe or Gate moduLeS Be opened 
manuaLLy?
For security reasons the modules can only be opened 
with the provided remote control or web application.

on what type of Barrier or other StruCture are 
moduLeS inStaLLed?
The system can be installed on top of a portable 
concrete barrier, a standard jersey barrier or a guardrail 
post. Other applications are easily adaptable.

Can the SyStem Be reLoCated from one joB Site  
to another?
Modules are easy to install and can be relocated quickly.

what iS the repair time in the eVent that a Gate 
GetS hit By a Car?
Gates are assembled in sections. In most cases, hits will 
only damage the coroplast end panel or the last gate 
section. These components can be replaced in a minute. 
If a whole gate needs to be replaced, a quick-lock 
mechanism enables a full change in under 5 minutes.
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